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Shared memory multiprocessors are attractive because

they are programmed in a manner similar to uniproces-

sors. The UMA class of shared memory multiprocessors

is the most attractive, from the programmer’s point of

view, since the programmer need not be concerned with

the placement of code and data in the physical memory

hierarchy. Scalable shared memory multiprocessors, on

the other hand, tend to present at least some degree of

non-uniformity of memory access to the programmer,
making the NUMA class an important one to consider.

In this paper, we investigate the role that DUnX, an op-

erating system supporting dynamic page placement on

a BBN GP 1000, might play in simplifying the memory

model presented to the applications programmer. We

consider a case study of psolu, a real scientific applica-

tion originally targeted for a NUMA architecture. We

find that dynamic page placement can dramatically im-

prove the performance of a simpler implementation of

psolu targeted for an UMA memory architecture. The

addition of a phase change hint to the UMA version

of psolu enables the operating system to further im-

prove performance, approaching that of the hand-tuned

NUMA implementation.
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1 Introduction

Shared memory multiprocessors are among the most

popular parallel architectures because the program-

ming interface to these machines bears close resem-

blance to that of typical uniprocessors. The addition

of a few primitives for synchronization and process

control to standard uniprocessor programming environ-

ments is generally sufficient for implementing applica-

tions on shared memory machines. For small-scale bus-

based multiprocessors, which support an UMA (Uni-

form Memory Access time) memory model, these envi-

ronments have been proved successful.

As shared memory multiprocessors scale to large

numbers of processors, non-uniformity of memory ac-

cess becomes an almost inevitable feature. Dist ribut -

ing the memory of a large-scale multiprocessor among

the processors so that each location can be considered

close to some processor(s) while being distant from oth-

ers has significant price/performance advantages. 13x-

amples of current NUMA (Non-Uniform Memory Ac-

cess time) machines include the BBN Butterfly fam-

ily [2, 3, 4], Cedar at the University of Illinois [13, 29],

the IBM RP3 [24], and Cm* and PLUS at Carnegie-

Mellon University [5, 17, 26].

An important implication of the NUMA architectural

design decision is that the placement and movement of

code and data become crucial to performance. In order
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to achieve good performance, the programmer is typi-

cally forced to explicitly manage the locality issues in

the execution of the program. This involves trying to

place data initially in the memory of the node where

it is expected to be most used, scattering data among

memories in order to reduce contention, making copies

of read-only or slowly changing data to encourage local

access, worrying about the consistency of any copies

made, and moving data when reference pat terns are

known to change during execution. Unfortunately, this

effort represents a significant burden placed on the pro-

grammer, and severely limits the attractiveness of the

programming interface provided by most NUMA shared

memory multiprocessors.

Ideally, we wish to provide an environment resem-

bling the UMA programming model supported by smaH-

scale shared memory multiprocessors on the large-scale

NUMA architectures. One approach to achieving this

goal is to design a memory hierarchy based on transpar-

ent caches with some hardware-supported consistency

protocol. There are several recent proposals for scal-

able shared memory architectures based upon this ap-

proach [11, 14, 22, 28]. However, the potential perfor-

mance gains from making concessions to the actual non-

uniformity of the memory architecture become more ev-

ident as these systems grow. For example, the benefits

oft aking advantage of localit y in Encore’s cluster archi-

tecture (now known as the Gigamax) are acknowledged

in [28]. Lessons learned in the explicitly NUMA envi-

ronments are likely to become increasingly relevant in

all scalable shared memory designs.

As memory architectures become more complex and

the non-uniformity becomes less well hidden, system

software must assume a larger role in providing mem-

ory management support for the programmer. The

NUMAtic project at Duke has been addressing this

problem by investigating the role of the operating sys-

tem [15, 16, 18, 19, 20]. This is an area of active research

by other groups as well [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 21, 23, 25].

In this paper, we describe a recent experience of

(based on BBN’s nX) for the BBN GP1OOO. DUnX sup-

ports dynamic page placement in an effort to provide a

more UMA-like memory model on the GP 1000. The ap-

plication we consider is called psolu [27]. It uses block

chaotic relaxation to solve the linear system Ax = b.

The questions we attempt to address include the fol-

lowing: How can an application program best exploit

the dynamic placement capabilities of DUnX? To what

extent can the user adopt an UMA programming model

without sacrificing performance significantly? Are there

minor concessions to the NUMA nature of the architec-

ture that can be provided in the OS interface to allow

the programmer to assist the memory management de-

cision making?

It is important to emphasize that this paper reports

on a single case study of using the dynamic page place-

ment support in DUnX. It is not intended to serve as

justification for dynamic page placement in general or

for DUnX-specific features in particular. These issues

have already been discussed by the authors [19] and oth-

ers (e.g., [8, 12]). What distinguishes this paper from

others in the literature is that it provides an in-depth

account of how dynamic page placement can be used

to improve the performance of a real UMA application,

and compares it to the performance obtained through

hand-tuning of a NUMA version of the same applica-

tion. The paper also considers the use of source-level

hints to the operating system, which can be exploited

for further performance improvement.

In the next section of this paper we discuss dynamic

page placement in general, and then one of the DUnX

policies in particular. Section 3 describes three imple-

mentations of psolu. In section 4 we evaluate perfor-

mance of our three psolu implementations under dif-

ferent page placement strategies. Section 5 considers

the relationship of our work to the work of others. Fi-

nally, we conclude with a summary of our results and

a discussion of the virtues and limitations of dynamic

page placement towards simplifying the programmer in-

terface to NUMA shared memory multiprocessors.

designing an application to use the memory manage-

ment capabilities provided in DUnX (Duke University

nX - pronounced ‘(ducks”), our locally-developed kernel
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2 Dynamic Page Placement and

DUnX

Traditional page placement policies are static, in the

sense that once a decision is made about the placement

of a page, that decision remains in effect until the page is

selected for replacement by the replacement policy. In a

uniprocessor or UMA multiprocessor environment, this

is an acceptable way to handle placement since there is

no reason to change the placement of a page (all physical

memory frames are created equal).

In a NUMA shared memory multiprocessor environ-

ment, however, changing reference patterns often affect

the desired placement of pages. A page initially used

by one processor may subsequently become more fre-

quently used by another, changing the desired place-

ment of that page from a frame on the first node to

a frame on the second. Thus, it becomes desirable to

use a dynamic page placement policy that periodically

reevaluates earlier page placement decisions and makes

the adjustments necessary to improve performance.

NUMA multiprocessor page placement policies also

differ from uniprocessor and UMA multiprocessor poli-

cies in that it is often desirable to maintain multiple

physical copies of a single virtual page. While allowing

multiple copies of a page necessitates some page coher-

ence mechanism, it can great 1y improve performance in

situations where several processors are sharing pages in

a read-only or read-mostly fashion. This is similar in in-

tent to the hardware caching of shared data commonly

found in UMA multiprocessors, with the exception that

in the NUMA environment, it is possible for one pro-

cessor to directly reference data in another node, thus

avoiding the creation of an additional copy. This is a

feature that can be exploited for further performance

improvements.

The DUnX kernel was developed to serve as a plat-

form for studying memory management policies for

NUMA shared memory multiprocessors. It supports dy-

namic, user-level policy selection on a per-cluster basis

(a cluster, in BBN terminology, is a dedicated subset

of processor nodes). We have studied and compared

a wide assortment of different page placement strate-

gies (both static and dynamic, single-copy and multiple-

copy) using measurements of application performance

under DUnX [19].

In this paper, we consider one static single-copy pol-

icy and one dynamic multiple-copy policy. The pur-

pose is to look at how dynamic page placement can im-

prove upon the programming model currently available

on most NUMA shared memory multiprocessors.

The static policy places each virtual page in a frame

on the processor that first references that page or in a

frame on the processor explicitly specified by the ap-

plication programmer when the virtual memory is allo-

cated. Other processors that wish to share access to the

page create mappings to the same physical copy (with

the exception of text pages, which are always replicated

to each node using them), and the placement of a page

does not change unless it is selected for replacement by

the replacement policy and later paged in again. This

policy is identical to that currently provided in BBN’s

nX and Mach-1000 operating systems.

The dynamic policy that we consider uses the same

initial placement as the static policy, but arranges to

periodically reevaluate earlier decisions and allows mul-

tiple physical copies of a single virtual page. The policy

is comprised of two parts; the fault handler subpolicy

and the page scanner subpolicy.

When a fault is taken on a page that is resident in

some remote frame, the fault handler subpolicy must

decide whether to use the remote copy, migrate the

remote copy to a local frame (invalidating the source

copy), or replicate the page to a local frame. If the

page has been recently migrated or invalidated due to a

coherency fault, or if the page has been marked frozen,

the remote copy of the page is used to service the fault

and it is frozen. Otherwise, the page is either migrated

or replicated. If a write reference triggered the fault

or if the page has been recently modified the page is

migrated. On a read reference to a page not recently

modified, the page is replicated. Note that a write ref-

erence to a page that has been replicated always results

in the invalidation of all remote copies of that page, so

that data coherence is assured.

Each processor has a page scanner daemon that pe-
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riodically runs on that node to help support memory

management. One of the scanners’ many jobs is to trig-

ger the reevaluation of earlier page placement decisions

either by invalidating all virtual to physical mappings to

a page or by invalidating all remote mappings to a page.

The resulting page faults provide opportunities for the

fault handler subpolicy to change page placements.

The scanners are primarily interested in frozen pages,

as they are the ones that processors have been forced to

reference remotely. Whenever a scanner detects that a

frozen page has been referenced by remote processors

as often as local processors for some number of scan-

ner runs, the page is defrosted. If the page has been

recently modified, the page is defrosted by invalidating

all virtual to physical mappings for it and clearing the

frozen flag. Otherwise, it is defrosted by simply inval-

idating remote mappings to the page and clearing the

frozen flag. The two different defrost mechanisms cor-

respond to whether the fault handler subpolicy is likely

to migrate or replicate the page on subsequent faults.

This dynamic multiple-copy page placement policy is

highly tunable, controlled by seven parameters that are

user-level adjust able at run-time. The parameters con-

trol such things as the frequency of page scanner dae-

mon runs and the definitions of “recently migrated or

invalidated” and “recently modified”. The ability to

tune DUnX policies to an application is coupled with

facilities, built into the kernel, for monitoring virtual

memory activity and extracting information during pro-

gram execution (e.g., shared memory access patterns

and faulting behavior).

One final DUnX feature of importance to this paper

is the ability to respond to a phase change hint from

an application program. A programmer may insert a

phase change hint (which takes the form of a system call

directed at a particular cluster) in an application when-

ever shared reference patterns are known to change. In

response to such a hint, the page scanners running in

that cluster invalidate all remote virtual mappings to

their physical frames. In addition, all frozen pages are

defrosted. This essential y “resets” the page placement

policy, so that the desired placement of all shared pages

can easily be reevaluated as the new program phase is

entered. As we shall see later, this feature can easily

be exploited to improve the performance of at least one

application.

Due to space limitations, this is an admittedly high-

level description of the dynamic policy considered in this

paper. The reader is referred to [19] for a more detailed

description of the policies and mechanisms provided in

the DUnX kernel.

3 The psolu Application

The psolu application solves the sparse linear system

AZ = b using block chaotic relaxation [27]. Block

chaotic relaxation is a parallel iterative method de-

veloped to overcome the synchronization problems en-

countered when trying to parallelize traditional iterative

methods [1, 10].

The “block” in block chaotic relaxation comes from

the fact that the input matrix A is partitioned into

blocks, which form the unit of parallelism. A static

load balancing scheme uses the number of operations

per block per iteration to estimate the processing time

required for each block. Blocks are assigned to the pro-

cessors so that the estimated processing time is mini-

mized. The method is called “chaotic” since the pro-

cessors taking part in the computation do not synchro-

nize between iterations. Each processor iterates on the

blocks for which it is responsible until the computa-

tion is complete. A special convergence-checking pro-

cess continuously computes IIAz — bll and compares it

to zero. When the solution is sufficiently accurate, com-

putation ceases.

Three versions of psolu have been implemented. The

heart of the computation for all three versions is com-

puting iterates. To compute the iterates for a particular

block, the processor responsible for that block must ac-

cess the block row (think of the input matrix A as being

comprised of rows of blocks), the diagonal block factors,

the x and b vectors, and the shared iteration control

data. Once the iteration phase of the computation be-

gins, most of the shared data structures are referenced

in a read-only fashion. Only the z vector is regularly

modified throughout the computation. The primary dif-
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ference between the three psolu implementations is the

allocation of these shared data.

The UMA version was written ignoring the difference

in remote and local memory access times, so data space

is allocated without regard to physical location or pagi-

nation. This is the style in which the application would

likely have been written had the target machine been an

UMA shared memory multiprocessor, such as the bus-

based machines manufactured by Encore and Sequent.

To provide easy access to the data needed for compu-

tation, the UMA version uses the blocking assignment

determined by the load balancing algorithm to create

lists, one per processor, of iteration data. Each list con-

tains one entry per block assigned to that processor with

each entry containing pointers to the block row, point-

ers to the factors, and iteration control data. Access

to x and b is through sharing original copies of these

contiguous arrays.

As we shall see later, the UMA version of psolu

performs quite poorly when run without dynamic page

placement. Since no such support was available to us

when psolu was first implemented, hand optimization

of the application code was essential to obtaining rea-

sonable performance, We refer to this hand-tuned ver-

sion of psolu as the NUMA version. The NUMA version

creates the same lists of iteration data as the UMA ver-

sion, but the memory for each list is allocated locally on

the processor using the list. Also, instead of using the

original copy of the block rows and factors, the NUMA

version makes another copy of A and the factors, with

block rows and corresponding factors manually placed

in the memory of the node responsible for processing

that row. A second copy of z is also made; this is a

distributed copy made up of a list of pointers, one per

subvector, with each subvector allocated in the memory

of the processor responsible for computing that subvec-

tor. Since each processor must access the entire x vec-

tor, the array of pointers to the subvectors is manually

replicated across the processors. Manual replication of

other read-only data structures, such as the b vector, is

also employed to further improve performance.

The hand-tuning of psolu for a particular NUMA ar-

chitecture has been a nontrivial task, as it represents

a significant portion of the total development time re-

quired for the application. The extra programming

effort required is not the only drawback to the hand-

tuning approach, however. As a result of architecture

dependent code, the NUMA implementation is more

complicated and less portable than the UMA implemen-

tation, If the issue of performance could be ignored, the

UMA implementation is certainly more desirable.

The hand-tuned NUMA psolu and the implemen-

tation based upon a pure UMA memory model are

two endpoints on a continuum of possible levels of

programmer involvement in NUMA memory manage-

ment. There are many potentially attractive interme-

diate points requiring different amounts of investment

on the part of the programmer, including the tuning

of policy parameters, providing hints to the operating

system about the program’s memory access pat terns,

and paying attention to the page layout of data dur-

ing memory allocation. We have considered only the

OS interface, ignoring possible contributions by a so-

phisticated NUMA-izing compiler. Monitoring prelimi-

nary executions of the UMA implementation and tun-

ing the parameters defining the dynamic policy were

used to determine the best policy choice for our exper-

iments. The next obvious step beyond policy tuning

for the UMA program was to try to identify minimal

code changes that could productively assist the OS-level

memory management. This led to the third psolu im-

plementation, which we call the UMA+ version. The

UMA+ version differs from the UMA version by a single

line of source code. Monitoring of the virtual memory

behavior of the UMA psolu indicated that the dynamic

policy was slow in responding to a particular phase tran-

sition. Thus, immediately prior to the start of the it-

eration phase of the computation, which follows initial-

ization and factorization of the diagonal blocks of the

matrix, the UMA+ psolu supplies a hint to DUnX that

a phase transition is about to occur.

4 Experiments and Results

In order to evaluate the performance of our three psolu

implementations under static and dynamic page place-
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ment policies, we solve the matrix equation generated

by solving the Dirichlet problem, V2U = O with u

defined on the boundary, on a square grid using dif-

ferent numbers of processor nodes. The completion

time results (measured in seconds) for four implementa-

tion/policy combinations (NUMA/static, UMA/static,

UMA/dynamic, and UMA+/dynamic) are presented in

figure 1.

It is readily apparent that the NUMA/static results

are much better than the UMA/static results. At two

processors, the smallest number of processors on which

the applications can be run, the UMA/static comple-

tion time is nearly three times that of the NUMA/static

completion time. With five processors, the differ-

ence is about the same, but after five processors, the

UMA/static times grow steadily slower. Clearly, per-

formance of the UMA psolu implementation is unac-

ceptable under the static page placement policy.

The UMA/dynamic results are much more encour-

aging, however. While slower than the NUMA/static

combination in all cases, the difference is not nearly as

great as with the UMA/static combination. This sug-

gests that it may be difficult to justify the extra pro-

grammer effort required to obtain the improved per-

formance of the NUMA implementation. Performance

of the UMA+/dynamic combination lies between that

of the NUMA/static and UMA/dynamic results. Since

the effort required to create the UMA+ version is sub-

stantially less than that for the NUMA version, the pro-

grammer time required to achieve this performance gain

is more easily justified.

If we define the speedup of an implementation run-

ning with n – 1 iterating processors (n processors total)

to be the completion time of that same implementa-

tion running with one iterating processor divided by the

completion time running the implementation with n – 1

iterating processors, we can compare the implementa-

tions’ performance qualitatively. In figure 2, we plot

speedup versus the total number of processor nodes for

each of our four implementation/policy combinations.

The speedup curves emphasize the qualitative per-

formance difference of the four implementation/policy

combinations. As we could see from the completion

time results, the UMA/static combination is unaccept-

able after just five processors (where it does achieve

a speedup of nearly three with four iterating proces-

sors). The other combinations, however, derive in-

creased performance with additional processors through

33, though the speedup curves do appear to be lev-

eling off in all three cases (dropping slightly in the

UMA/dynamic case). Clearly, the NUMA/static combi-

nation is the most successful, with the UMA+/dynamic

and UMA/dynamic combinations following in that or-

der.

It is important to point out the reason for rela-

tively low quantitative speedup values for even the

NUMA/static combination. The primary reason for

this less than linear speedup is the convergence behav-

ior of the chaotic relaxation. As the number of iter-

ating processors increases, the average number of itera-

tions (per-processor) required to converge also increases.

For example, the number of iterations required for the

NUMA/static combination (results for the other com-

binations are similar) can be approximated by the line

Iterations(n) = 2713.44 + 74.977n, which is a least-

squares fit of the measured data points with a mean

error of less than one and a half percent.

The increase in the number of iterations required as

the number of processors is increased is related solely

to the solution method being employed, and is unre-

lated to the memory management policies under which

the implementations are run. Though a detailed ex-

planation of the cause of this behavior is beyond the

scope of this paper, it is helpful to consider the per-

formance of two traditional methods, Gauss-Siedel and

Jacobi iteration, for solving the Dirichlet problem. For

this problem, Gauss-Siedel typically converges in about

half the iterations as the Jacobi method. Though an ex-

act correspondence cannot be made, the block chaotic

relaxation method used by psolu more closely resem-

bles the Gauss-Siedel method when run with fewer pro-

cessors and behaves more like the Jacobi method when

the number of iterating processors gets larger. This is

primarily due to the increased probability, with an in-

creased number of iterating processors, of using an old z

value when computing the values for the next iteration.
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Comparison of PSOLU Completion Times
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Figure 1: Completion Time versus Number of Processors

This is discussed more thoroughly in [27].

An important question concerns the performance dif-

ference between the UMA+/dynamic combination and

the UMA/dynamic combination. Since only one line

of source code distinguishes the two, such a significant

performance difference is at first surprising. In table 1,

completion times and the numbers of page faults, page

migrations, page replications, and coherency faults (the

total number of replicas invalidated is shown in paren-

theses) are given for the two combinations when run on

13 processor nodes.

The additional page faults experienced by the UMA+

implementation are a result of the DUnX response to the

phase change hint, which triggers the reevaluation of all

earlier page placement decisions to use remote frames.

Both versions perform approximately the same number

of page migrations, but the UMA+ version performs a

fair number of additional page replications. The data

do not show, however, whether the additional replica-

tions contribute significantly to the noted performance

difference.

We believe that much of the performance gain of

the UMA+ version over the UMA version is a result

of desired page replications (primarily pages containing

blocks of A, the diagonal block factors, b, and other as-

sorted data referenced in a read-only fashion throughout

the iteration phase of the computation) being performed

by the UMA+ implementation sooner than with the

UMA implementation. When monitoring the behavior

of the UMA/dynamic combination, we see that through-

out the iterating phase of the computation, pages are pe-

riodically defrosted and replicated. No coherency faults

or migrations occur during this part of the computation,

indicating that the pages being replicated were frozen

prior to the beginning of the iteration phase. This is the

observed behavior that prompted us to add the phase

change hint to the UMA psolu to derive the UMA+

implementation.

When we monitor the UMA+/dynamic combination,

the memory management behavior we see is somewhat

different than with the UMA/dynamic case. As soon

as the iteration phase begins, a far greater number of

page replications occur. Soon after, however, nearly all

dynamic page placement activity ceases. This indicates

that the desired replications occur immediately after the

phase change, so that the iterating processors are able

to take advantage of the local references as soon as pos-

sible.

We suspect that the primary reason for the greater

number of replications in the UMA+/dynamic case than

in the UMA/dynamic case is related to the ‘(refreezing”

of some set of pages (probably cent aining the z vector,
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Figure 2: Speedup versus Number of Processors

Test Time Faults Migrations Replications Coherency

UMA/dynamic 638.1s. 3145 69 605 69 (240)

UMA+/dynamic 497.9s. 4024 79 757 110 (362)

Table 1: Operation Counts for 13-Node UMA and UMA+ Dynamic Tests

which ideally should be frozen to prevent page bouncing

from node to node) that are initially frozen prior to the

start of the iteration phase of the computation. Since

the UMA+ phase change hint causes all frozen pages

to be defrosted, those pages may again be replicated to

other nodes before a series of coherency faults (caused

by regular updates to the x vector by the iterating pro-

cessors) causes those pages to be frozen once more.

Another question of importance concerns the perfor-

mance difference between the UMA+/dynamic combi-

nation and the hand-tuned NUMA/static combination.

The overhead of running the dynamic policy is one im-

portant cause. The far fewer number of page faults that

occur for the NUMA/static case (e.g. only 2255 faults in

the 13 processor case versus 4024 for UMA+/dynamic),

the lack of overhead for migrating and replicating pages,

and the savings that result from not running the page

scanners all contribute to the savings in overhead. Even

attributing excessively high (unrealistic) costs for each

of these factors (30 ms. per fault, 5% scanner overhead),

they amount to only about 80~0 of the total performance

difference, indicating that some other factor also plays

a significant role.

The likely cause of some of the performance differ-

ence is the placement of pages containing the x vector.

The NUMA psolu implementation breaks the z vector

into subvectors corresponding to the blocking of the A

matrix. Each subvector is manually placed on the pro-

cessor responsible for the corresponding block of A, so

that each element of z is local to the processor that ref-

erences it most often. The UMA+ implementation, on

the other hand, uses a single contiguous array to hold

the z vector. Since several subvectors of ~ fit within a

single page, and each of those subvectors may be the re-

sponsibility of a different processor, the best placement

for each x page is unclear. In addition, the dynamic

policy is faced with references to the entire z vector

from the convergence checker process. Of course, it is

impossible for the operating system to know, without

being told, that there is little reason to place pages of z

on the node running the convergence checker. Thus, at

least some of the iterating processors are faced with a
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far greater number of remote z vector references under

the UMA+/dynamic case than under the NUMA/static

case.

We suspect that the performance of the UMA+ psolu

implementation could be improved by ensuring that

each ~ subvector is allocated in its own virtual page.

Further improvements would likely be possible if the

kernel could be told not to place pages containing x

vector data in frames on the node running the conver-

gence checker. We have not yet investigated these more

extensive changes, however.

5 Relationship to Other Work

Although this kind of case study could have been per-

formed in other OS environments supporting dynamic

page placement (e.g., [7, 8, 12]), we are unaware of sim-

ilar experiences based on an extensively studied NUMA

program. The relationship of DUnX to those other sys-

tems can be explained in terms of the goals set forth at

the start of the DUnX project. DUnX has been designed

as a vehicle for comparing a wide range of memory man-

agement alternatives. The emphasis has been more on

evaluation than on proposing particular policies. Each

of the related projects has focussed on a relatively small

set of original policy proposals. Black, Gupta, and We-

ber [7] introduced provably competitive page migration

and replication policies that require hardware support

not commonly available. Bolosky, Scott, and Fitzger-

ald [8] introduced a simple dynamic page placement

policy based on allowing only a small number of in-

validations before permanently fixing the placement of

a page. A more dynamic policy based on the freez-

ing and defrosting of pages was introduced by Cox and

Fowler [12]. The flexibility y built into DUnX allows us

to specify at least approximations of those policies and,

t bus, to consider them in our experimental evaluations.

A side-effect of our providing a range of policy options

in a single system is that it permits the user to tune the

policy to be used to a particular application.

6 Conclusions

Shared memory multiprocessors are attractive because

they are programmed in a manner similar to uniproces-

sors. The UMA class of shared memory multiprocessors

is the most attractive, from the programmer’s point of

view, since the programmer need not be concerned with

the placement of code and data in the physical memory

hierarchy. Scalable shared memory multiprocessors, on

the other hand, tend to present at least some degree of

non-uniformity of memory access to the programmer,

making the NUMA class an important one to consider.

In this paper, we considered psolu, a real scientific

application originally targeted for a NUMA architec-

ture (a BBN Butterfly GP1OOO). A significant amount

of the development time for the original psolu (the

hand-tuned NUMA version) was spent dealing with the

problem of managing the memory hierarchy efficiently.

The UMA psolu is a much simpler implementation of

the same application, but was found to perform quite

poorly when run under a traditional static page place-

ment policy. We found that dynamic page placement,

however, was able to greatly improve the performance

of that same program, with no expenditure of effort on

the part of the application programmer.

The addition of a phase change hint to the UMA im-

plementation source code proved to be quite successful

in further improving performance. The operating sys-

tem’s dynamic page placement policy used the hint to

better respond to the shared memory reference patterns

that accompanied the phase change, significantly reduc-

ing the time spent readjusting the placement of shared

pages.

Though neither of the UMA implementations of

psolu achieved performance quite as good as the

NUMA version, there was substantial improvement in

performance over the UMA version when run under a

static page placement policy. The difference in perfor-

mance between the NUMA implementation/static pol-

icy combination and the UMA+/dynamic combination

would have to carefully be weighed against the cost of

the programmer effort required to achieve that perfor-

mance improvement.

We have demonstrated one example of an applica-
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tion for which operating system support can improve

the performance of UMA programs, We must caution

the reader, however, that our experience has shown that

there exist applications for which this has not yet been

achieved [19]. The false sharing problem, in particular,

poses problems for operating systems level solutions to

the NUMA problem. We suspect that any complete

solution to the NUMA problem will require compiler

and/or user library support in addition to the support

provided by the operating system kernel.
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